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Foreword  

In 2015, Macedonia was facing unprecedented challenges, partly as a result of
global developments that have created the so-called migrant crisis, migration of
Roma, and domestic political situation, which created risks in the environment in
which we operate, to which as an organization and as individuals-experts in their
activity we had to adjust appropriately.
These unusual conditions created a need for a reassessment
of priorities and organizational standpoint, in order to adapt
to new conditions and effective action aimed at protecting the
rights and interests of Roma and other vulnerable categories of
citizens.
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To this end, the organization has continuously deepened its ties
and communication with various stakeholders, continued to
represent the rights and interests of its customers, strengthening
its capacities in order to meet the needs of the target groups.
The annual report presents the main activities of the
organization in 2015, while connecting them with the strategic
goals and highlighting concrete results and achievements. All
this was made possible by the commitment of the NRC team,
which draws its motivation from the citizens whose interest in
equality, solidarity and justice advocates.

Ashmet Elezovski
Executive Director NRC

2015 at a glance
•

3.340 requests from citizens and advocacy advice

•

13.360 users of services of NRC

•

140 participants in trainings

•

22 media events
17 public events and manifestations:
•

Conferences

•

Forums

•

Caravans

•

Debates

2..767 participants in conferences, round
tables, presentations, forums and other
public events
•

25 requests for free legal help

•

100 citizens-users of free legal help

•

1.261 requests for administrative procedures for legalization

•

605 requests for advocacy for legal advice for legalization – 2.420
citizens

•

275 requests to provide evidence confirming the facts in an
administrative procedure for legalization – 1.100 citizens

VISION
Support for development of a society where all
people are equal and have equal opportunities
to enjoy their rights and freedoms.

MISSION
Through mobilization and strengthening of people,
by advocacy based on rights that includes those
concerned with the problems and issues of
advocacy NRC will support the Roma and other
persons living in a condition of social risk, to
obtain their rights and freedoms, as equal citizens
of the society.

Strategic priorities of NRC:
1. Decent home and living conditions;
2. Access to high quality health services and
information for the right to health protection;
3. Equal access to justice and the rule of law.
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Organizational Profile
Nacional Roma Centrum (NRC) from Kumanovo, acts on the territory of the Republic of Macedonia, and represents the
rights and interests of Roma and other vulnerable categories of citizens of the whole country.
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The organization is a member in many international
bodies and organizations, through which affects
the strengthening of the power and the exercise
of rights of its users and followers. Through its
efforts it advocates for people whose rights have
not been fully realized as a result of which face the
risk of social exclusion and marginalization. NRC is
a link between those advocated and the decision
and policies makers, and as such, the organization
continuously monitors the users’ needs on one
hand, and the opportunities and threats in society,
on the other hand, seeking through its activities to
contribute to building a society in which all citizens
enjoy equal rights.

ORGANIZATIONAL VALUES
ADVOCACY BASED ON LAW, FOR THE POOR, OPPRESSED AND DISCRIMINATED,
REGARDLESS OF THEIR ETHICAL, RELIGIOUS OR GENERIC BELONGING
IMPACT ON THE POLICY AND DECISION MAKERS FOR BETTER TODAY AND EQUAL
ACCESS TO RIGHTS FOR ALL PEOPLE
WE LISTEN TO OURSELVES AND OUR USERS, WE RESPECT EACH OTHER AND WORK
TOGETHER FOR THE ACHIEVEMENT OF THE MUTUAL GOALS
THE DIVERSITY MEANS POWER AND STRENGTH THAT BRINGS US CLOSER AND UNITES
US

WE WORK WITH ENTHUSIASM, CONSTRUCTIVELY AND RESPECTING EVERYONE, WITHOUT
NRC promotes access to basic rights and advocate
PREJUDICES
on behalf of the principles of equality before the
law, in situations where citizens are violated their
NRC IS TRANSPARENT AND RESPONSIBLE ORGANIZATION, THAT ACTS WITH INTEGRITY
freedoms and rights, which are legally guaranteed.
Since the establishment, until today, the focus of
QUALITY AND HONESTY ARE THE CHARACTERISTICS OUR ORGANIZATION AND ITS
the organization is focused on access to education,
EMPLOYEES ARE RECOGNIZED FOR
providing personal documents, which are an
opportunity for the enjoyment of the rights and
THE LEARNING, TUTORING, LEADERSHIP AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT ARE HIGHLY
obligations of equal citizen in society, protection
VALUED BY THE NRC TEAM
of human health, primarily of Roma women, and
all through the principles of non-discrimination,
equality and inclusion. The areas of work of the
NRC are extended based on the needs of target groups, in terms of housing, access to justice through free legal assistance
and promoting health care.

Organizational Structure
The supreme body of decision making in the organization is the Assembly, which meets at least once a year and brings the
annual work program and adopts the report on the work of the institution and the financial report of the previous year.
The Board of NRC works directly with the executive level of the
organization and is a conjunction between the assembly and the
executive office. The Board oversees the management of the
organization, taking care to stay in tune with the guidelines specified
by the strategic plan and protect the interests of members and the
organization itself.
The Executive Director is responsible for the direct management and
the everyday, operational functioning of the organization. He manages
the organizational structure at the operational level and ensures the
implementation and achievement of strategic objectives and results.
The Executive Office of the organization is divided into two groups in
vertical or two organizational pillars or bearer units:

•

Legal program and advocacy, and

•

Finance and Administration.

Within the legal and advocacy program, operate national teams for
support to formal and informal education, free legal aid, rights to
health care and housing.
Each national team has a coordinator and assistants about the issues that is responsible for.
The Organizational Unit for Finance and Administration has profiles that are responsible for accurate, efficient and effective
administrative, financial and supplementary technical functioning of the organization on a daily basis.
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Executive
director

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE OF NRC

Advocacy
In 2015, NRC has worked on various advocacy initiatives to decision and policy makers, achieving concrete results
for the end users.
In 2015, NRC has submitted proposals to the Government, concerning the Program of
the Government for 2016. The proposals are related to several ministries, including:
Ministry of Justice of the Republic of Macedonia: Proposals in the area of access to
justice and the law on free legal aid
•

Amendments to the Law on Free Legal Aid, aimed at involving family
relationships, personal, relevant statutory relations;

•

ntroduction of second-instance of the procedure for providing free legal aid;

“... things are never as complicated as they
seem so. It is our arrogance that makes us
look for unnecessary complicated answers
to simple problems.”
Muhamed Junus
Banker of the poor: Micro-loans and
struggle against the world poverty

Ministry of Transport and Communications, Ministry of Finance and the Department
of Property and Legal Affairs: Proposals in the area of housing, the legalization of illegal
buildings and privatization of land
•

Amendments to the Law on Treatment of Illegally Constructed Buildings for greater protection for applicants
for determining the legal status of illegally constructed buildings;

•

The Law on Treatment of Illegally constructed buildings to provide within 10 working days of a request
to the Municipal Council, in order to make a decision whether future urban planning documentation will
adjustment of the purposes i.e. extension of the planning range, in which the Council will have to decide
within 30 days of receiving a request;

•

The deadline of 3 days from the Law on Treatment of Illegally Constructed Buildings, which predicts if the
municipality or the authority of the state administration responsible for the affairs of spatial management,
don’t issue an urban consent or pass a decision rejecting the request to establish a legal status, the applicant
to be entitled to submit to the clerk of the mayor of the municipality or the Minister heading the state
administration responsible for the affairs of spatial arrangement, to issue an urban consent, to be increased
to 30 days.
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Ministry of Health: Proposals in the field of health care
•

To anticipate and ensure implementation, with the Program for active health care of mothers and children
in 2016, measures for strengthening the access to prenatal health care for vulnerable groups of women of
reproductive age;

Ministry of Education and Science: Proposals in the field of education
•
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Introduction of Roma educational mediators in the educational process.

From the letter, the Ministry of Transport and
Communications has accepted the proposal concerning the
prediction of a deadline for submitting an official request
to the Municipal Council, in cases where cooperation was
interrupted due to non-compliance of the building with the
planning documentation and determining the deadline for
acting of the Municipal Council. Furthermore, the proposal
for changes to the Rules on the form and content of the
decision rejecting the application for determining the legal
status of illegal building has been accepted.

NRC has held a work meeting with a representative of the
Secretariat of the Forum for Minority Issues at the Office
of the High Commissioner for Human Rights of UN, with the
representative of the Special correspondent for minority issues
of UN and the representative of the Special correspondent for
adequate housing of UN, with whom we exchanged views for
the protection of the human rights in the area of housing and
protection of Roma as a minority in Macedonia.

Besides the request for representation submitted to the
Government, NRC in 2015 has submitted a written submission
to the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, which addresses the issues and proposals relating to the
following areas:
•

Domestic application of the obligations and the maximum usage of available resources - Proposal for
a request for information by the Committee to the State in terms of differences between the Roma and
non-Roma population in the country for access to personal documents, employment and housing, and on
request for information on the exact number of people without access to personal documents;

•

Right to Work - It is proposed the Committee to ask from the state an information on the implementation
of the Law on prohibition and prevention of performance an unregistered function;

•

Right to fair working conditions and the right to social security - It is proposed the Committee to request
information from the state if the law on the minimum wage and social protection is planned accordingly to
the consumer basket and that as such allows users and their families conditions for a dignified life and to
explain the progress in creating conditions for the right of employment for all citizens;

Right to an adequate standard of living - It is proposed the Committee to request information from the state how
many requests for legalization were submitted and registered in the register of applications for legalization that the
units of local self-government have to run. In addition, the Committee may request information from the state for
the privatization of state-owned land;
Right to the highest attainable standard of health - It is proposed the
Committee to request information from the state of death in infants and
mothers in the period 2006-2014, divided by ethnicity, information on the
implementation of programs relating to reproductive health of women,
as well as information on complaints of patients to health institutions and
submitted to the Commission for the protection and promotion of patients’
rights.
Right to education - It is proposed the Committee to request information
from the state for the possibility of introduction of Roma educational
mediators
From the submitted proposals, the United Nations, through the Committee on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, requested by the Republic of Macedonia to
decide on issues related to non-discrimination, equal rights for men and women,
the right to work, to just and favorable conditions for work, rights of trade unions,
rights to social protection, protection of families, mothers and children, rights to
appropriate living conditions, right to physical and mental health, to education
and cultural rights. From the correspondence seen, much of the proposals
submitted by the NRC were accepted, or those relating to:
The right to fair working conditions - Information whether the minimum
wage can provide a decent living for workers and their families;
The right to an adequate standard of living - Information on requests for
legalization of illegally constructed buildings for housing, including the
number of applications filed by Roma;
Right to physical and mental health - Information on the mortality of
mothers and infants.

LEGALIZATION
Case of an applicant for legalization: The municipality
council of Kumanovo has notified the applicant that
the object can not be legalized because it is not
a construction and functional unit according to the
minutes of their commission on the field, but after
submitting evidence with photographic material in the
proceeding and with orderly filing that elaborated
that the facility meets the requirements under the
law and all regulations to legalize it, the applicant
was given a conclusion for payment and legalization
decision.

The case of applicant for legalization: Municipality of
Kumanovo has concluded improperly and unlawfully
twice to terminate the procedure for legalization.
Twice in succession, the Ministry of Transport and
Communications with a decision has adopted the
complaints and the final decision to legalize the
building for housing is pending.

Additionally, it is important to point out that legalization was not evident in the state report, submitted in February 2014
to the Committee, but after submitting a list of questions by the NRC, the Committee addressed the issue to the state
about housing, legalization and especially for protective green belts, where Roma live.
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Realized projects in 2015
Priority – A decent home and living conditions
Title of the project: Legalization of housing for Roma
Donor: FOSM through the Emergency Fund and the Roma Initiatives Office
Project value: EUR 184.599,00 Е
Period of implementation: 2012 - 2015
Goals:
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Legalization of homes in 6 municipalities (in Skopje, Kumanovo, Kochani, Prilep, Tetovo and Shtip), where most of
the Roma population live, through legal, financial and technical support to the process.
Results:
•

Fieldwork of 7 facilitators in six municipalities covered by the project, for cooperation with the applicants
for legalization and Resource Center of NRC, the municipalities, lawyers and other stakeholders and project
participants;

•

Recorded 1,519 cases of support in the software for electronic records and processing of the procedures for
legalization;

•

Legal aid, assistance in gathering the necessary documents for legalization, initiated judicial and other
procedures required for the continuation and completion of the procedure for legalization;

•

Organized meetings with municipalities, governmental and other institutions at local and national level;

•

Advocating for proper implementation of the Law on Treatment of illegal construction, using regular legal
remedy and the right to appeal in administrative procedure for legalization for bringing proper and lawful
decisions for legalization, monitoring the implementation of the Act and subsequent amendments and
supplements to the Law .

The overall strategic objec
tive of the priority concerning
a decent home and living
conditions is to develop and
implement a systematic ap
proach to supporting Roma
living in the country, as well as
other vulnerable categories
of people to solve their
problems and issues relating
to the legalization of homes
and property, and to exercise
their right to a decent home,
by supporting access to wa
ter,
electricity,
sewerage,
and other conveniences of
modern society.
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Project: Adequate housing for Roma
Donor: USAID and FOSM
Project value: 27900.00 USD
Implementation period: 05.01.2015 - 01.05.2016
Goals:
Promotion of the right to adequate housing for Roma, efforts to resolve the
issues that are challenging in access to adequate housing and the creation of
effective coalitions for mobilization at local level with citizens and local civil
society organizations to influence policies and decision making at the local
level in 9 municipalities and at national level.

Results:
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•

Connecting 7 local NGOs (NRC and 6 partner organizations) and
3 individuals out of 9 cities in an informal coalition that acts on
issues of common interest;

•

filmed a documentary about the legalization and urbanization
of Roma housing,

•

organized civic gatherings in 9 Roma settlements,

•

more than 2,500 families informed about the possibility of
citizen participation in decision-making through organized
campaign and traveling caravan,

•

861 person belonging to the Roma community have expressed support
to the project activities to participate in advocacy and creation of public
policies

Project: Privatization of state-owned land by
Roma in Kumanovo
Donor: FOSM
Project value: 17000.00 USD
Implementation period: 01.12.2014 – 29.02.2016

Goals:

To be given the opportunity of a minimum of 15 applicants to become owners of land, which in the future will
receive fair monetary compensation in case of any revocation or restriction, which is not the case with the right
to use.
Apart from giving the citizens the opportunity to gain the right to ownership of land on which they have built
their homes we advocate for effective implementation of legal amendments to the law on privatization and
lease of construction land in state ownership, since that amendments to the Law also envisage the privatization
of land that is intended as a good for general use according to the urban planning
(roads, green spaces ...).

Results:
•

Submission of 46 applications for privatization of land

•

Providing legal representation and evidence in 46 procedures for privatization
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Priority – Access to quality health services and information

Project: Improving the availability of health care for Roma
Donor: FOSM
Project value: 37280.00 USD
Period of implementation: 01.11.2014 – 30.10.2015
Goals:
Continuous improvement of reproductive health in order to reduce infant and maternal mortality,
by monitoring of access to guaranteed quality antenatal, perinatal and postpartum health services
for Roma and socially disadvantaged women.
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Results:

The general strategy goal of the priority
regarding the access to quality health
services and information is to establish
a system that will support the access
to quality health services for the Roma
from the Republic of Macedonia, as well
as for other vulnerable categories of
citizens.

•

A baseline survey of needs and identification of awareness among the target group of
beneficiaries is going on (with special attention to Roma women) to assess the condition of
health care and use and expectations of preventive services, and to use the findings as a basis
for appropriate (dedicated) project development and advocacy on this issue;

•

Defining and shaping of the issues of advocacy and strategy for presenting the problem of health care to national
and local decision making;

•

Raising awareness for the free antenatal services as well as patients’ rights through information campaign and
advocacy.

Priority – Equal opportunities for access to justice and enjoyment
of the rule of law

Project: Access to justice in Macedonia
Donor: FOSM and European Union
Project value: 12.925,00 Euro
Period of implementation: 17.02.2014 – 15.08.2015

Goals:
•

Improving the system of protection of human rights in the country by strengthening the system
of free legal aid and determining the weaknesses in implementation.

•

Support to civil society organizations in providing free legal aid in order to achieve a consistent
jurisprudence to improve access to justice and to monitor the implementation of the Law on
free legal aid through the production and independent assessment.

Results:
•

General legal advice - 469 requests; 1.869 concerned citizens;

•

Initial advice on exercising the right to free legal aid - 78 requests for legal aid; 312
concerned citizens;

•

Free legal aid - 25 requests; 100 concerned citizens.

The general strategic goal of the priority
regarding equal opportunities for access
to justice and rule of law, is to support
and improve the opportunities for equal
access to justice of the unprotected
citizens, through strategic advocacy and
activism
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Realized projects for organizational
strengthening and activities for visibility       
of the organization
Organizational strengthening
Project: Institutional development 2014/2015

•

Donor: Office for Roma initiatives
Project value: 45000.00 USD
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Period of implementation: 01.07.2014 – 30.06.2015
Goals:
•

Printing of Annual Report

•

Preparation of the Strategy of NRC for 2015-2018

•

Training program for volunteers

•

Preparation of applications for open calls for the European Union and other
donor organizations

•

Written proposals for the Annual Program of the Government of
RM

•

Meeting with the Board and Executive Director

•

Preparation of annual narrative and financial report 2014

•

Organizing external audit.

Results:
•

Preparing applications for projects

•

Submission of written recommendations for the Annual Program of the
Government of the Republic of Macedonia

•

Preparation of annual narrative and financial report for 2014

•

Organizing external audit of operations in 2014

Project: Institutional development 2015/2016
Donor: Office for Roma initiatives
Project value: 89670.00 USD
Period of implementation: 01.07.2015 – 31.12.2016

•

Maintenance of special software designed for electronic records of all cases
for legalization

•

Making analysis “Access to health care during pregnancy in Macedonia - Do
all women have equal access?”

•

Document submitted for public policies on equal access to antenatal and
postnatal health care in Macedonia

•

Document submitted for public policies for Roma personal documents
prepared in cooperation with REC “Umbrella” from Shuto Orizari

•

NRC along with 2 other GOs Public and Poraka – Struga have submitted
written comments on the draft version of the Law on Social Entrepreneurship
by the Ministry of Labor and Social Policy

•

A cooperation with the Macedonian Association of Young Lawyers on the
preparation of a legal opinion on the constitutionality and legality of the work
of the Centers for social work, submitted to the Ministry of Labor and Social
Policy, Administrative Court, and State Administrative Inspectorate

Goals:
•

•
•

Development and implementation of a systematic approach to support Roma
in Macedonia, as well as other vulnerable, marginalized people in social risk
to exercise the right of access to adequate and affordable housing and forced
dislocation.
Establishing a system that will support access to health care and social
services for Roma and other citizens under social risk.
Supporting and improving access to justice and rule of law for socially
unprotected persons.

Results:
•

Developed Strategic Framework to advocate for
adequate housing

•

NRC is a leader in a coalition for adequate housing
with 9 local partners

•

Submission of questions for consideration for
housing to the Committee on Economic, Social
and Cultural Rights in UN

•

Speech at a meeting of the Committee on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights Council in
UN in Geneva

•

Submission of written proposals in the area of
housing, health care and free legal aid to the
Government of RM
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Project: Structural support for European organizations working on

research on public policy and civil society organizations at
European level

Donor: European Union

Project value: 96995.00 Euro
Period of implementation: 01.01.2015 – 31.12.2015

Goals:
To encourage democratic and civic participation of citizens at the Union level,
by developing civic understanding on the creating of policies of the Union
and promotion of opportunities for social and intercultural engagement and
volunteering at Union level.
The detailed work program for 2015 of NRC includes 2 main groups of activities
(capacity building and research, outreach and direct approach aimed at creating
policies).

Results:
•

Developed strategy and program of volunteering,

•

Organized 9 civil meetings and partnership meetings for informing and
strengthening,

•

5 workshops organized for strengthening,

•

Printed book about the history of the Roma in Europe,

•

Organized debate on the 10th anniversary of the work of the NRC,

•

Organized national Buvero camp for Roma girls in cooperation with Romedia
Foundation,

•

Promotion of the Roma culture and tradition on Roma Children Festival
“Open Heart” in Veliko Tarnovo, Bulgaria,

•

Strengthened capacity of NRC for internal evaluation and prepared Manual
for internal evaluation,

•

Conducted analysis and field research for 1518 persons to supplement the
lack of data on housing, health and education from 12 municipalities,

•

Prepared strategy to address the issues of housing, health and education

•

Delivered 3 written submissions to the Macedonian Government in respect
of the Annual program of the Government,

•

\Identified specific risk cases and provided free legal and technical advice
and support.
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Organizational vizibility

EDNO (ONE) magazine

EDNO (ONE) magazine is present in the Macedonian media as the only medium focused on Roma rights, but also on the
rights of other marginalized groups, regardless of nationality, religion and political affiliation.
Magazine EDNO is issued in December 2008 under the motto “one education for all”. In the period until 2010 the magazine
came out once a month and was financially supported by the Roma Education Fund in Budapest.
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After a break of one year the editorial board of EDNO has reformulated the motto into “we are all one”, and thus the scope
of the magazine has expanded in the area of health, employment and housing, as the most difficult issues that affect the
quality of life of the most vulnerable categories of citizens in our society. Since then, EDNO continues to strive to give voice
to all disadvantaged, to provide access to information and to the Roma community, to remind the authorities for the (un)
accepted responsibilities, to be a tool for advocacy to more efficient, more transparent and more open decision makers to
dialogue and creators of national and local policies, and to raise the quality of reporting about the real problems of Roma
and other vulnerable categories of citizens in the state.
With this magazine NRC reflects things as they really are, above all in the field, but also on paper, in the laws, through
pictures, through life stories, history ...
EDNO advocates led by the motto that rights are not given, but gained from birth, because we are all ONE!
In 2015 were prepared 6 issues of the magazine EDNO, available to the readers through the facebook profile of the
magazine and the website of EDNO magazine.

BUVERO – Roma media training program
Between 13-26 July 2015, NRC
organized the third annual BUVERO
camp, held in Ethno Village Kumanovo.
The camp participants had the
opportunity to study for professional
production of films, journalism, got
introduced to the history and culture
of Roma and Roma identity.
During the camp there were discussed
different topics and issues, using
different techniques and learning
methods. The lectures included topics
like “Storytelling - the role of media in
creating a space for collective memory
and the transmission of cultural values.”
Besides lectures, the participants were
shown documentaries and realized a
practical workshop for conducting
interviews.
One day in the camp titled MEDIA
was entirely dedicated to the theory
of journalism, where the participants
through two sessions met with an
introduction to journalism, discussed
about the general importance of
journalism and the media, and
studied the forms of news reporting.
The participants of the camp thro
ugh the contents of training were

introduced to Postmodern
media structure, WEB 2.0 and
blogging. Parallel to the lec
tures, participants worked on
developing its own idea of a
photo campaign and short vi
deo. One part of the participants
had their first television
interview for K3 Television,
where they spoke about the
program, their impressions
and expectations.
Besides theory, participants
had the opportunity to work
on photographing, recording
and use of other practical
tools and techniques that
define journalism.
As part of the training for dis
playing Roma in education,
exercise for storytelling was
conducted.
Besides theoretical and practical
knowledge that the participants
gained at BUVERO camp, anot
her major benefit is the op
portunity for networking, colla
boration and initiation and im
plementation of joint initiatives
for better today for all Roma in
the World.
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Financial Statements 2015
Tel.
+389 2 3117 888
Fax.
+389 2 3117 999
www.bdo.mk

11 Oktomvri no. 86-1/1
1000 Skopje
Republic of Macedonia

To:
The Management of
NATIONAL ROMA CENTRUM
KUMANOVO
INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the Association “National Roma
Centrum”, Kumanovo (in the following text “the Association “), which comprise the Balance
Sheet as of 31 December 2015, the Statement of Revenues and Expenses and Statement of
Changes in Funds for the year then ended and a summary of significant accounting policies and
other explanatory notes.
Management's responsibility for the financial statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial
statements in accordance with the Accounting Law for Non-profit Оrganization and the
standards for reporting under the cash basis of accounting. This responsibility includes:
designing, implementing and maintaining internal control relevant to the preparation and far
presentation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to
fraud or error; selecting and applying appropriate accounting policies; and making accounting
estimates that are reasonable in the circumstances.
Auditor’s Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express and opinion on these financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing. Those
standards require that we comply with ethical requirements and plan and perform the audit to
obtain reasonable assurance whether the financial statements are free from material
misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and
disclosures in the financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s
judgement, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial
statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor
considers internal control relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation of the
financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the
circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the
entity’s internal control. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting
policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by management, as well as
evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide
a basis for our audit opinion.
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To:
The Management of
NATIONAL ROMA CENTRUM
KUMANOVO
INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT (Continued)
Opinion
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In our opinion, the financial statements of Association “National Roma Centrum”, Kumanovo
present fairly in all material respects of the financial position of the Association as of 31
December 2015, as well as the operating results and the changes in the funds for the year than
ended, in accordance with the Accounting Law for Non-profit Associations and standards for
reporting under the cash basis of accounting.

Skopje, 05 October 2016

Certified Auditor
Dragan Dimitrov
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ANNEXES
ANNEX 1 – Public events
Date

Location

08.04.2015

Skopje

05-07.05.2015

Veliko Trnovo, Bulgaria

12.06.2015

Kumanovo

24.07.2015

Kumanovo

08.10.2015

Zlokukjani, municipality of
Karposh

20.10.2015

Roma neighborhood Kochani

26.10.2015

Skopje

Event
Round table “Law on
treatment of illegally constructed buildings and
Roma - implementation and
challenges”
Participation in Roma Children Festival "Open Heart"
in Veliko Tarnovo, Bulgaria
Annual meeting of the NRC
The BUVERO project final
event
Traveling caravan promotion of film and collecting
signatures from citizens
Traveling caravan promotion of film and collecting
signatures from citizens
Jubilee meeting "Roma
2015, Roma 2020, Roma
...?"

Number
of participants

Category
of participants
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NGO, public officers, lawyers

15

Students

42

NGO, media, citizens

50

NGO, media, citizens

150

Citizens

350

Citizens

103

NGO, media, citizens
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29.10.2015

Kumanovo

30.10.2015

Roma neighborhood Shtip

03.11.2015

Trizla 2 Prilep

13.11.2015

Roma neighborhood Bitola

17.11.2015

Sredorek Kumanovo

19.11.2015

Roma neighborhood Kriva
Palanka

24.11.2015

Shuto Orizari

04.12.2015

Tetovo

07.12.2015

Skopje

22.12.2015

Skopje

Вкупен број за сите настани:

Jubilee meeting "Roma
2015, Roma 2020, Roma
...?"
Traveling caravan promotion of film and collecting
signatures from citizens
Traveling caravan promotion of film and collecting
signatures from citizens
Traveling caravan promotion of film and collecting
signatures from citizens
Traveling caravan promotion of film and collecting
signatures from citizens
Traveling caravan promotion of film and collecting
signatures from citizens
Traveling caravan promotion of film and collecting
signatures from citizens
Traveling caravan promotion of film and collecting
signatures from citizens
Debate „Roma on the political scene in the R. of Macedonia”
Promotion of the book
„Roma in Europe“ from
Ramo Rushidovski

41

NGO, media, citizens

350

Citizens

550

Citizens

200

Citizens

270

Citizens

160

Citizens

300

Citizens

90

Citizens

30

NGO, citizens

40

NGO, media, citizens

2.767

ANNEX 2 – Provided services

480
320
360

Category of
participants
Citizens
Citizens
Citizens

469

1876

Citizens

Legal aid

78

312

Citizens

Legal aid

25

100

Citizens

Legal aid

Shuto Orizari

477

1908

Citizens

Housing

Tetovo

123

492

Citizens

Housing

Kumanovo

270

1080

Citizens

Housing

Shtip

166

664

Citizens

Housing

Kochani

35

140

Citizens

Housing

Prilep

190

760

Citizens

Housing

Shuto Orizari

80

320

Citizens

Housing

Tetovo

50

200

Citizens

Housing

Type of support

Location

Informing
Informing
Informing

Kumanovo
Kochani
Shtip
Kumanovo, Kriva
Palanka and Kratovo
Kumanovo, Kriva
Palanka and Kratovo
Kumanovo, Kriva
Palanka and Kratovo

General legal information
Initial advice on exercising the right
to free legal aid
Free legal assistance request
Administrative procedures
for legalization
Administrative procedures
for legalization
Administrative procedures
for legalization
Administrative procedures
for legalization
Administrative procedures
for legalization
Administrative procedures
for legalization
Legal aid procedures for legalization
(legal advice and advocacy)
Legal aid procedures for legalization
(legal advice and advocacy)

Number of
requests
120
80
90

No. of users

Topic
Health
Health
Health

31

32

Legal aid procedures for legalization
(legal advice and advocacy)
Legal aid procedures for legalization
(legal advice and advocacy)
Legal aid procedures for legalization
(legal advice and advocacy)
Legal aid procedures for legalization
(legal advice and advocacy)
Providing evidence and confirmation
of facts in the administrative
procedures for legalization
Providing evidence and confirmation
of facts in the administrative
procedures for legalization
Providing evidence and confirmation
of facts in the administrative
procedures for legalization
Providing evidence and confirmation
of facts in the administrative
procedures for legalization
Appeals and administrative law suits
Appeals and administrative law suits
Appeals and administrative law suits
Written submissions for applications
of legalization
Written submissions for applications
of legalization
Written submissions for applications
of legalization
Written submissions for applications
of legalization
TOTAL NUMBER:

Kumanovo

250

1000

Citizens

Housing

Shtip

100

400

Citizens

Housing

Kochani

5

20

Citizens

Housing

Prilep

120

480

Citizens

Housing

Tetovo

35

140

Citizens

Housing

Kumanovo

150

600

Citizens

Housing

Shtip

30

120

Citizens

Housing

Prilep

60

240

Citizens

Housing

Tetovo
Kumanovo
Shtip

2
45
5

8
180
20

Citizens
Citizens
Citizens

Housing
Housing
Housing

Tetovo

40

160

Citizens

Housing

Kumanovo

150

600

Citizens

Housing

Shtip

60

240

Citizens

Housing

Prilep

35

140

Citizens

Housing

3.340

13.360

ANNEX 3 – Trainings
Date

Location

31.01.2015

Kumanovo

26.04.2015

Kumanovo

18.06.2015

Kumanovo

12-26.06.2015

Kumanovo

24-25.08.2015

Skopje

17.09.2015

Skopje

12-14.09.2015

Skopje

02-04.10.2015

Ohrid

08.10.2015

Skopje

20.10.2015

Kochani

Training
Training on info points of the project Improving
access to health care for Roma
Training on info points of the project Improving
access to health care for Roma
Training for monitoring, evaluation and reporting
BUVERO camp (training on Journalism)
Building capacities of civil society organizations
organized by USAID
Training for tax relief, organized by USAID and
FOOM
Training for financial operations, organized by
USAID
Training for education of adults, Curriculum
Globale organized by DVV International
1. Completing the self assessment questionnaire
2. The right to adequate housing and guidelines
for civil impact
Organizer: NRC
1. Consideration of the questionnaire data for
self-evaluation
2. Detecting problems with housing in Roma
settlements
Organizer: NRC

Total number
of
participants

Category
of participants

Number of
organizationsparticipants

7

NGO

1

9

NGO, public officers

1

11

НВО

1

12
2 from NRC
33

2 from NRC
1 from NRC
1 from NRC

13

NGO and partner persons

6

14

NGO and partner persons

6

30.10.2015

03.11.2015

17.11.2015

34
19.11.2015

23-24.11.2015
26-29.11.2015

04.12.2015

14.12.2015

1. Consideration of the constituent documents
of the association (statute, decisions, other
internal documents)
Shtip
2. The role of urban communities according to
the Law on Local Self-government
Organizer: NRC
1. Consideration of the constituent documents
of associations - Continued
Prilep
2. The role of urban communities according to
the Law on Local Self-government - Continued
Organizer: NRC
1. Enhancing the visibility of civil society organizations at the local level
Kumanovo
2. Law on petitions and proposals
Organizer: NRC
1. Structural approach to creating strategies for
G.O
2. Law on Free Access to Public Information
Kriva Palanka
and announcements on changes to the Law on
Legalization
Organizer: NRC
TAIEX Workshop on Access to justice and free
Skopje
legal aid
Training for Education of adults, Curriculum
Ohrid
globale, organized by DVV International
1.Reviewing of draft strategies of the organizations
2. Administrative procedures for housing (legaliTetovo
zation, privatization)
Organizer: NRC
Training for financial operations, organized by
Skopje
USAID

11

NGO and partner persons

6

14

NGO and partner persons

6

16

NGO and partner persons

6

18

NGO and partner persons

6

NGO and partner persons

6

1 from NRC
1 from NRC

15

1 from NRC

ANNEX 4 – Media events
Date of
broadcast

Type and level
of medium

Title of
medium

Title of material

Type of
material

03.03.2015

Internet portal

Kumanovo chats

Because of fast money transfer from
abroad - 500 people lost social care

News

09.10.2015

National TV

24 News TV

Interview

10.2015

National magazine

Face to face

News

01.10.2015

Интернет портал

Ромски Инфо
Портал

19.10.2015

Internet portal

Mosquito

26.10.2015

Radio

Radio MOF

27.10.2015

Internet portal

Idividi

27.10.2015

Internet portal

Lokalno.mk

27.10.2015

National television

24 News

27.10.2015

National television

Kanal 5

HOUSING IS MORE THAN FOUR WALLS
AND A ROOF
START OF CARAVAN "HOUSING IS
MORE THAN FOUR WALLS AND A
ROOF"
DEBATE ON THE OCCASION OF TEN
YEARS OF WORK OF NRC
Debate "Roma 2015, Roma 2020,
Roma ...?"
Debate "Roma 2015, Roma 2020,
Roma ...?"
Unemployment, discrimination and
poor health care - real problems of
Roma
Debate "Roma 2015, Roma 2020,
Roma ...?"

News

Topic and focus
of the material

Campaign Housing is
more than four walls
and a roof overhead
Campaign Housing is
more than four walls
and a roof overhead
Campaign Housing is
more than four walls
and a roof overhead

News
News

Jubilee

News
News

Jubilee

Information
News

Jubilee

35

27.10.2015

National television

25.10.2015

Local television

29.10.2015
03.11.2015

Internet portal
Radio

17.11.2015

Internet portal

Debate "Roma 2015, Roma 2020,
Roma ...?"
Board for Minority Rights paying visit
К3
to NRC
Economic leader
NRC marked the 10th anniversary
Radio Free Europe A decade of work of NRC in Kumanovo
Roma in Sredorek received advice on
Kumanovo Chats
legalization
Sitel

News

Jubilee

News
News

Jubilee
Jubilee

News
Кампања
Домувањето е повеќе
од четири зида и кров
над глава
Кампања
Домувањето е повеќе
од четири зида и кров
над глава
Кампања
Домувањето е повеќе
од четири зида и кров
над глава

20.11.2015

National TV

Telma

Interview

08.12.2015

Local TV Kumanovo

TV PLUS

Interview

08.12.2015

Local TV Kumanovo

TV PLUS

Interview

09.12.2015

National information
agency

MIA

Article

Домување

Interview

Кампања
Домувањето е повеќе
од четири зида и кров
над глава

36

12.12.2015

Regional TV with studio
in Kumanovo

K3 TV

18.12.2015

Internet portal

Roma Times

25.12.2015

National magazine

Face to face

Promotion of the book "Roma in Europe" by Ramo Rushidovski

News
Column

Campaign Housing is
more than four walls
and a roof overhead

ANNEX 5 – Information and educational materials
Distributed
quantity

Way of distribution

Electronic edition

Via the Internet and printed
individually during events

Information material

30 copies

During events

Brochure

Information material

2000 copies

During events

Home is more than four
walls and a roof

Poster

Information material

500 copies

During events

Home is more than four
walls and a roof

Documentary

Annual report 2014

Report

Information material

500 copies

During events

10 years of NRC

Brochure

Information material

2000 copies

During events

Brochure

Information material

500 copies

During events

Analysis

Analysis

50 copies

During events

Title of material

Type of material

EDNO magazine

Magazine

BUVERO booklet

Brochure

Home is more than four
walls and a roof

Every mother is entitled to
antenatal care, each baby
has the right to be born
alive
Access to health care during
pregnancy in the country
- do all women have equal
access?

Topic and focus
of material
Educational and informational material

During events
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